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Abstract
The United States government began to understand the importance of film
propaganda during World War I. Hollywood and the film industry were valuable
resources for the government's propaganda efforts during World War II. Like Rick
Blaine said in Casablanca (1943), it was "the beginning of a beautiful friendship." This
study examines the categories of World War II propaganda messages in six feature films
released from 1939 to 1943 - The Wizard of Oz (1939), Gone with the Wind (1939), The
Grapes of Wrath (1940), Citizen Kane (1941), The Maltese Falcon (1941), and
Casablanca (1943). Each film was screened for propaganda messages relating to World

War II. The numbers and categories of the propaganda messages were used to determine
themes in the movies.
The findings revealed two important themes - "good Americans" and "bad
Germans." More than one-third of the propaganda messages (22 out of 64) were
categorized as Pro-American (15) or Pro-Democracy (7). The Anti-German category
also contained almost one-third of the messages. Together, these categories account for
nearly two-thirds of all the propaganda messages identified in the sample films. Another
finding was that the number of propaganda messages in the films increased steadily as the
war progressed. The content of the messages was also reflected in World War II radio
propaganda. Film proved to be a valuable tool for government propaganda during World
War II, and researchers should continue to study its uses and effectiveness.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Propaganda is hard to define. Today, the term implies something negative and
dishonest. It has also been called "spin" and "organized persuasion" (Jowett &
O'Donnell, 1999, p. 3). Scholars Jacques Ellul (1965) and Leonard Doob (1948) focused
on the aspect of psychological manipulation in their writings, but other scholars have
stressed the communicative properties of propaganda. This study will adopt Jowett and
O'Donnell's definition of propaganda. They write, "Propaganda is the deliberate,
systematic attempt to shape perceptions, manipulate cognitions, and direct behavior to
achieve a response that furthers the desired intent of the propagandist" (Jowett &
O'Donnell, 1999, p. 6).
One aspect of propaganda that makes it so pervasive is the variety of places the
messages can be found. From radio programs to magazine advertisements, the areas
where propaganda messages emerge seem to be endless. Motion pictures are another
medium where these messages appear. Perhaps film propaganda began with Birth of a
Nation, released in 1915. In director D.W. Griffith's film, the audience is led to feel

sorrow for President Abraham Lincoln and hatred for his assassin.
This particular type of propaganda comes in two forms: films that are influential
because of incidental background propaganda and films that that are specifically designed
propaganda, serving basically as an advertisement for a cause (Vas, 1963). Robert Vas
argues that, in essence, all films are propaganda because every film has an impact on the
audience (1963). In other words, filmmakers use propaganda messages to get a certain
reaction from the audience, whether it is laughing, crying, or rallying them to a cause. It
1

would be virtually impossible and beyond the scope of this study to identify all of the
subtle, implicit propaganda messages in a movie. However, researchers are able to
identify the more obvious, explicit propaganda messages.
The practice of influencing an audience through film became particularly
important during World War II. As Rick Blaine says in Casablanca (1943), it was "the
beginning of a beautiful friendship" between the film industry and the United States
government. During the war, more Americans regularly went to the movies than any
other time in film history, which made it a particularly valuable medium for spreading
government propaganda (Shipman, 1982). Hollywood frequently geared its films toward
patriotism and unity during times of national crisis. Similarly, film propaganda can be
used to inspire hatred of the enemy and create an "us" (good) versus "them" (evil)
mentality. Films could also be used recruit Americans to work for the war effort in the
military or civilian services. In fact, these propaganda messages coincided with what
Americans heard on the radio. Propaganda messages heard over the aitwaves and seen
on the silver screen were similar in that they both demonized the enemy and used
entertainment programming as a backdrop. The effort American filmmakers put forth
during World War II surpassed that of the previous World War, and the film industry
became an integral part of unifying the country. American World War II film
propaganda can be divided into two categories:
1.

Hollywood Preparedness - those films made before the United States'
entry into World War II (1939-1941). These films were used to rouse
public opinion against Germany and curb isolationist attitudes.

2

Hollywood at War - those films made after the United States' entry into

2.

World War II. These films were designed to glorify the American military
in their fight against the evil Axis powers (Vas, 1963).
The United States government and Hollywood relied on each other during World
War II. Despite their close relationship, the filmmaking center remained privately
financed during the war. However, film studios did allow officials to use their facilities
and equipment to make training films and permitted their contracted stars to go on
Defense Board and United Service Organizations (USO) tours. The government
regulated the film industry through the Office of War Information (OWi), which issued
guidelines for production studios and reviewed some scripts. The OWi's Motion Picture
Division recommended that production studios base their films on one or more of the
following six principles:
1.

The Issues of War: What we are fighting for and the American way of
life

2.

The Nature of the Enemy: His ideology, objectives and methods

3.

The Allies

4.

The Production Front: Supplying the materials for victory

5.

The Fighting Forces, including the job of the man at the front

6.

The Home Front: Sacrifice and civilian responsibility (Shipman, 1982).

According to the OWi, every film was potentially relevant to the war. It asked all
filmmakers to take the following seven questions into consideration:
1.

Will this picture help win the war?
3

2.

What war information problem does it seek to clarify?

3.

If it is an "escape" picture, will it harm the war effort by creating a false
picture of America, her allies, or the world we live in?

4.

Does it merely use the war as the basis of a profitable picture?

5.

Does it contribute something new to our understanding of the world
conflict?

6.

When the picture reaches its maximum circulation on the screen ... will
it be outdated?

7.

Does the picture tell the truth or will the young people of today have
reason to say they were misled by propaganda? (Koppes & Black, 1987, p.
66-7).

Significant research has been conducted on World War II-era films that were
specifically designed for propaganda purposes. For example, Triumph of the Will (1934)
has been studied extensively. Conversely, few researchers have examined the
propaganda messages found in feature films. This study attempts to fill this gap in the
literature by examining the categories of propaganda messages in the films nominated for
the Best Picture Academy Award from 1939 through 1944 and those films that received a
top 25 ranking on the American Film Institute's (AFn 100 Years 100 Movies greatest
films list. These six films will be analyzed for propaganda messages. Those messages
will be placed into categories, and the totals in each category will be evaluated. This
research is being conducted to find the most prevalent kinds of propaganda messages and
determine themes in the propaganda messages found in the sample movies.

4

Studying the propaganda messages present in the feature films of the early 1940s
is important because it provides a record of what the United States government wanted
the American public to think and feel about World War II. It is also a way to understand
attitudes about the war on the American homefront. Despite the fact that this research
adds to the body of knowledge about film propaganda, it is a limited study only
concerned with the explicit wartime propaganda messages found in the sample films.

5

Chapter 2: Literature Review
Understanding Propaganda

One simple theory about propaganda is difficult to pinpoint. Attitude change is a
large area of communication research, and it is the basis of propaganda. Another area
related to propaganda is the examination of the general effects mass communication has
on its audience, particularly the effect of one- and two-sided messages. These two areas
come together in the inoculation theory. While research on attitude change and messages
is crucial to understanding propaganda, it is also important to know the historically
significant developments in the craft.
Wartime Propaganda

The study of propaganda came into its own with the publication of Harold
Lasswell's Propaganda Technique in the World War. Lasswell's dissertation was
published as a book in 1927. It offered an analysis of the persuasive techniques used in
World War I and organized a theory of propaganda for the first time. Lasswell used
content analysis of various propaganda used in the war as his method. His findings were
summarized in four objectives of wartime propaganda:
1. To mobilize hatred against the enemy;
2. To preserve the friendship of the allies;
3. To preserve the friendship and, if possible, procure the cooperation of the
neutrals;
4. To demoralize the enemy (Lasswell, 1927).

6

Several themes are important to the idea of creating ha tred against the enemy.
The most obvious use of propagan da is to pain t a por trait of a domineer ing, rude, and
atrociou s opponent. It is also vital to empha size that the other side conducts a deceitful
propaganda campaign tha t include s false repor ts about the allies, military leaders, and
fighting condition s. Another method is to publicize the e xplicit details of the enemy's
c arnage, par ticularly if it i s from firsthand experience. One other tactic is to identify
hatred of the enemy with one individual, such as a dictator, or a small group of people.
La sswell' s second objective is to keep a h armoniou s rel ationship between the
allies. Countrie s mu st demon strate that they care about each other's in terests. Accor ding
to Lasswell, it i s crucial for thi s propaganda to be reinforced by signs of admiration, such
a s the Allied troops celebrating each other's national holidays. I t i s al so impor tant to
bolster the opinion of the allie s at home. Lasswell wrote , "Mo st of the friendly sentimen ts
toward an ally are manuf actured by one coun try among its own population. The
stimulation of pro-Ally emotions at home i s more important than the stimulation of pro
Ally sentiments abroad," (1927, p. 124).
Neu tral coun tries are crucial in La sswell's objectives. The goal i s to make the
nonaligned na tions fee l like the enemy being fou ght i s also hi s enemy, and thi s
propaganda can take many differen t shape s. Before the United States entered the war,
German s played on the fact that Gre at Britain wa s America's natural ad versary. I t al so
led to a ho st of more specialized campaign s. Another method to draw ambivalen t
countr ies into the war is to use direct in stigation. The most effective way of getting a
neutral sta te involved i s to draw them in to blatant cooperation. Al so, it is impor tant for
impar tial countr ie s to in fluence them selves .
7

The last of Lasswell's propaganda objectives is to "demoralize the enemy." One
approach he mentions is to attack the morale of the enemy by shifting or splitting the
hatred of the opponent. Americans used direct propaganda against the German army.
According to Lasswell, the main idea is "the impossibility of victory, and that a
discouraged nation may tum against an ally, or its own governing class, and lose by the
secession of minority nationalities," (1927, p. 1 84).
The actual propaganda used to fulfill Lasswell 's objectives can be placed into
three categories :
1. Strategic Propag anda : directed against the home populations of enemy
countries . During World War II, the main media for this propaganda were
radio and leaflets.
2. Tactical Propaganda : directed primarily against enemy troops in the field.
Leaflets were the most common media during World War II.
3. Occu pational or Education Propagand a: used in an area that has been
con trolled by the enemy. All media types were used d uring World War II. In
this case , the objecti ve is to crea te a fresh outlook in a public that has been
"exposed to the poison of the enemy" (Margolin, 1946, p. 35) .
Propaganda Techniques

To further study psycholo gica l warfare, the Institu te for Propaganda Analysis was
established in 1937. The Institute was particularly anxiou s about the chances of a
political figure similar to Adolf Hitler gaining prominence and power in America. Their
attention focused on Father Charles E. Cou ghlin. The Catholic priest had a radio show
that aired on a 47-station radio network and reached 30 million listeners (Severin &
8

Tankard, 2001). Coughlin's controversial messages in his radio show and magazine,
Social Justice, were similar to German propaganda. The Institute conducted a study of

Coughlin's speeches, and the findings became the next significant development in
propaganda. The Institute published the research in The Fine Art of Propaganda, edited
by Alfred McClung Lee and Elizabeth Briant Lee. Seven "tricks of the trade" were
identified in the study' s conclusion (Lee & Lee, 1937):
1.

Namecalling: Giving an idea a bad label causing the audience to condemn it
without looking at the evidence

2.

Glittering Generality: Associating something with a "virtue word" causing the
audience to accept it without looking at the evidence

3.

Transfer: Carries respect or disrespect of something respected or disrespected
to something else in order to make the audience accept or reject it

4.

Testimonial: Having someone respected or hated say that something is good
or bad

5.

Plain Folks: Convincing an audience that the speaker and his ideas are "of the
people"

6.

Card Stacking: Uses facts or falsehoods, illustrations or distractions, and
logical or illogical statements to make the best or worst case for something

7.

Bandwagon: Telling an audience that their peers have accepted something, so
they should as well.

One-Sided and Two-Sided Messages
The studies that were conducted up to World War Il mainly dealt with the
techniques of propaganda. Researchers then began investigating attitude change. Studies
9

concerning attitude change are important because it is the basis of propaganda.
Specifically, researchers wanted to know if presenting one side or both sides of an issue
was more effective at changing attitudes. This new area of research led to the
development of the inoculation theory.
The implications of the messages and how they are received were addressed in
''The Effect of Presenting 'One Side' versus 'Both Sides' on a Controversial Subject."
The study was conducted by Carl I. Hovland, Arthur A. Lumsdaine, and Fred D.
Sheffield. Their research was derived from studies done by the Research Branch of the
War Department' s Information and Education Division (Hovland, Lumsdaine, &
Sheffield, 1949). The Army was interested in finding out if it was more effective to
present support for the argument or to include the opposing view. It can be argued that
offering arguments for both sides only raises doubts and confusion. On the other hand, it
can also be argued that showing evidence for both sides is fair. It is also said that
presenting all of the audience' s views will yield better reception of all of the sides.
In early 1945, the Army was over-optimistic about a quick end to World War II.
The Army gave orders for a directive to let the soldiers know the seriousness of the job
left in winning the war. Arguments for both sides were present, but the evidence and
Army officials supported one side, so it was chosen as the basis for the experiment. Two
radio programs were produced. The Experimental Section of the Research Branch set the
content of the program, and the OWi and the War Department supplied the resources
(Hovland, Lumsdaine, & Sheffield, 1949). The Armed Forces Radio Service did the
script, production, and airing of the programs. Both programs were a reporter' s analysis
of the war in the Pacific, which he said would be difficult and take approximately two
10

years to w in after the victory in Europe. Program A presen ted a one-sided argumen t of
the difficulties of the war and ran for fifteen minu tes. Program B addressed the problems
in the exact same manner, but included a four-minu te segment on the American
advantages for a total of n ineteen minutes (Hovland, Lumsdaine, & She ffield, 1949).
The experimen ters decided to conduct a preliminary survey in order to compare
the soldiers ' initial opinions w ith their op in ions after hearing one o f the programs .
Precautions were taken to ensure that identity was not known and to keep them from
knowing about the experiment. A control group was pulled that would hear no progr am,
and pretesting was done . In order to get a realistic presentation, the programs were
included in the training program and weekly or ientation hour (Hovland, Lumsdaine, &
Sheffield, 1949). The preliminary survey was in tegrated as par t of a War Depar tment
survey. They were given in large areas by "class leaders" who were tra ined for the
activity. To guarantee the secrecy of the ex perimen t, the follow-up questionnaire v aried
in form and announced purpose. It also included some of the same questions as the first
survey.
The first survey was given to e ight q uartermaster- train ing compan ies during the
first week of April in 1945 (Hovland, Lumsdaine, & She ffield, 1949). The next week,
one pla toon from each company was chosen at random to hear Program A. Another eight
platoons were selected to hear Progr am B. As soon as the soldiers heard the p rogr am, the
second que stionnaire was admin istered. Eight other platoons served as the control group .
Although the researchers studied 24 platoons, only 70 percent of the men completed both
surveys. A total of 62 5 soldiers were used to evaluate attitudes before and after the
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programs - 2 14 in each e xperimental group an d 197 in the control group (Hovlan d,
L ums daine , & Sheffield, 1949).
For the purpose of calculating the results , the first an d secon d instrumen ts were
ma tched based on age , schooling , and other responses to backgro un d q uestions. The
primary q uestion used to assess the effectiveness of the programs was the probable length
of the war in the Pacific after the win in Europe. The researchers chose to look at the
"net effect" when analyzing the res ults (Hovlan d, L ums daine, & Sheffield, 1949). That
n umber comes from the amount of men chan ging to a longer estimate min us the amoun t
changing to a shorter estimate. A difference of one-ha lf year or more between the
surve ys was consi dere d a change. The responses were place d into two categories :
favorable to the programs (those who originally anticipated a war of two years or longer)
an d unfavorable (those who originally anticipated a war of less than two years). Of those
who were initially favorable , 52 percent of those hearing Program A changed to a longer
estimate , with a 29 percen t net change. Of those who were initially unf avorable , 48
percent of those hearing Program B changed to a longer estima te , with a net change of 1 2
percent (Hovland, Lum sdaine, & Sheffield, 1949).
Another influential factor in the program effectiveness was the amoun t of
education the troops ha d. Program B was more efficient with men who ha d a high school
diploma . Some 49 percent of the men hearing Program B who ha d graduated from high
school changed to a longer length. Of the men who di d not graduate from high school ,
Program A caused 46 percent of them to f avor a longer estimate (Hovland, L umsdaine, &
She ffield, 1949) .
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It would seem that a presentation that offers both sides to an argument would be
considered more "impartial and authoritative" than one that presents only one side.
However, in this study, the numbers were quite similar. The percent of men saying the
program did a good job of giving facts about the war in the Pacific was 61 percent of
those hearing Program A and 54 percent of those hearing Program B. The percent of
men saying the program took all of the important facts into consideration was 48 percent
of those who heard Program A and 42 percent of those who heard Program B (Hovland,
Lumsdaine, & Sheffield, 1949).
The results of this research show that representing both sides of an issue is
influential on those who were originally opposed to that viewpoint. For those who were
already convinced, it was best to present only one side. Education is also a factor, with
educated men being more receptive to both arguments.
Forming the Inoculation Theory

Taking the research on one- and two-sided messages a step further, Arthur
Lumsdaine and Irving Janis conducted a study on making attitudes resistant to change in
1953. They created one- and two-sided messages claiming that the Soviet Union would
be unable to produce a large number of atomic bombs for five years (Lumsdaine & Janis,
1953). The one-sided message claimed that the Russians lacked necessary information
and industry and that their espionage was ineffective. The two-sided message added that
there were uranium mines in Siberia, their industry had grown since World War II, and
they had leading scientists working for them. To determine initial beliefs, participants
were given a survey. One group was exposed to the one-sided radio program while the
other heard the two-sided message. A week later, half of each group heard a radio
13

program containing new, opposing argumen ts from a different sou rce claiming that the
So viet Union already ha d an atomic bomb (Lums daine & Jan is, 1953). Both groups
completed a follow-up questionnaire.
The fundamental question in both surveys was : "About how long from now do
you thin k it will be before the Russians are really pro ducing large numbers of atomic
bombs ?" (Lumsdaine & Janis, 1953) . For those who were not e xposed to the
counterarguments, the one- and two-si ded messages were nearly equally effective, which
corroborates the findings in Hovland, Lumsdaine, & Sheffiel d's study. Howe ver, fo r
those who were e xposed to the counterarguments, the results varied. Those who hea rd
the one-sided messages showed almost no attitude change after e xposure to the
counterargument. Those who heard the two -sided messages showed the same amount of
attitude change after e xposure to the coun terargument (Lumsdaine & Janis, 1953). These
findings show that e xposure to opposing arguments buil ds resistance to attitude change.
Lumsdaine an d Janis stated that the recipients of the two -side d messages were
"inoculated." Building on that me dical analogy, William McGuire an d Demetrios
Papageogis con ducted a similar study in 196 1 and dev el oped the in oculation theory. The
researchers looked at atti tu de change in beliefs tha t were ha rdly ever attacked, which they
call ed "cultural truisms " (McGuire & Papageogis, 1961 ). The four beliefs use d in the
stu dy were about the use of chest X-rays for tuberculosis detection, the effects of
penicillin, the communicability of mental illness, and the number of times people should
brush their teeth . The truisms were ranked on a scale from 1 , representing "de finitely
f alse," to 15, representing "definitely true."
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Participants took part in two experimental sessions each lasting an hour. The
sessions were conducted two days apart. During the first session, the subjects were
exposed to two kinds of immunizing material intended to make the truisms more resistant
to change. The two kinds of immunizing material were supportive and refutational. The
supportive material consisted of arguments backing the truisms. The refutational material
was comprised of possible counterarguments against the truisms and repudiations of
those counterarguments. During the second session, the participants were exposed to
intense counterarguments criticizing the truisms. After each session, a questionnaire was
given out to determine the strength of acceptance of the truisms.
The average rank for the truisms after the counterarguments was 6.64, compared
to 13.26 before the counterarguments were heard (McGuire & Papageogis, 1961).
According to the findings, refutational defenses were more efficient at making the
truisms resistant to change. When exposed to supportive defenses, the counterarguments
decreased belief in the truism to an average ranking of 7.39. The refutational defenses
reduced belief in the truisms to an average ranking of 10.33 (McGuire & Papageogis,
1961). The research proved that beliefs are vulnerable to attack if they are never
defended. These results are the basis of the inoculation theory, which says that attitudes
become resistant to change by giving the audience small doses of opposing arguments
(McGuire & Papageogis, 1961).

Understanding Film Propaganda

Before examining propaganda in movies, it is important to understand why they
are an excellent source for including propaganda messages. Film has several
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characteristics that make it an exceptionally favorable medium for a propagandist.
Messages can be placed in the actual content of the film or in the way the film is shot.

Characteristics
Film is inclusive of all media. Other media forms can be presented on film,
which gives propagandists more opportunities to include their messages. Film is also
selective, meaning that the audience sees what the propagandists want it to see. The
selective quality of film easily lends itself to the card stacking technique. Film allows
propagandists to hold the audience's attention because they control the visual and aural
messages presented on the screen. Elements such as humor, tension, and surprise can be
used to focus the audience'·s attention. Montage is used in film to create a story out of the
images. That story then creates a presumption of reality. The audience imagines it is in
the movie. Music is often used to reinforce the reality that the propagandists present in
the film.

Content Variables
One technique propagandists use is to place their messages in the actual content
of the film. Symbols are a subtle way to spread propaganda in a film. For example, the
American flag is used to evoke positive emotions, while the Swastika suggests something
negative. Characterizations and stereotypes are another way propaganda can be included
in films. In a World War II context, Germans could be portrayed as rude and
emotionless. The mode of discourse, or the combination of sight and sound, is one more
way a propaganda message is suggested to the audience. For instance, if the audience
sees pictures of soldiers from different countries and hears gunfire, the audience
concludes that they are enemies engaged in a battle.
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Form Variables
Propagandists can include messages in their films simp ly in the way the film is
shot. Form variab les are spatia l (intraframe) or temporal (intetframe ). The intraframe
elements have to do with each individual frame . The psychology of visual perception
examines where a person 's eyes go when looking at something. People 's eyes usually
start in the top left-hand comer, go across to the top right-hand comer, descend
diagonally through the middle to the bottom left-hand comer, and end in the bottom
right-hand comer . Propagandists can use eye patterns to emphasize their message or de 
emphasize something else . Camera shots can also spread messages because the
propagandists control what the audience sees . Camera angles are used to imply
impor tance or disapprov al for the object in the frame . A low camera angle "looks up" at
the object and suggests importance, and a high camera ang le "looks down " on the object
and implies disapproval. Color is another propaganda tool that can be used in film .
Stereotypical ly, the "g ood guys" wear white hats and the "bad guys " wear black hats .
Certain mechanica l e ffects can a lso be useful to propagandists. They are special effects
filmmakers do with e xposed fi lm, such as superimposition and split screens . These
effects also contro l what the audience sees .
Interfra me elements deal with the way shots are edited . When they are woven
together, a rh ythm is formed. Propagandists can adapt this rh ythm to create a crescendo
at the end of the fi lm, rallying the audience to their cause. Camera movements, such as
panning, can contro l what the audience sees and insinuate impor tance or disapproval.
Propagandists can use montage to create an idea through suggestion. By using montage,
propagandists can guide an audience the interpretation they desire. Sound is also
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important in film propaganda. For example, threatening music played over a shot of the
Nazi army marching gives the audience a negative impression.

Understanding Film Propaganda during World War II

During World War II, film propaganda was employed for several different
purposes. It was used to further political causes, support the military, and boost morale.
Elements such as music, cartoons, and humor were used to spread the propaganda
messages.
Politics
The government used propaganda messages to promote three political causes.
The United States' enemies and allies were identified through propaganda messages.
Isolationism was also addressed in propaganda messages. Phillip Gianos writes, "But
before movies addressed the war, they addressed the wisdom of even fighting it" (1998,
p. 106). The reason for the isolationist sentiment in films was largely political.
Filmmakers were making money releasing their films in European markets on both sides
of the conflict. Hollywood turned to the foreign markets in the 1930s as a way for films
that were not financially successful domestically to break even. The film industry was
careful not to offend its European audiences, particularly in Germany. Joseph Breen,
head of the Production Code Administration, said that efforts to show the treatment of
Jews in Nazi Germany were considered an attempt to "capture the screens of the United
States for Communistic propaganda purposes" (Koppes & Black, 1987, p. 22).
Advocating involvement in the foreign matters was considered both politically and
financially risky (Combs, 1990). Casablanca (1943) exemplifies the caution filmmakers
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took with isolationist sympathies. The film is intended to inspire pro-in te rvention
emotions, but the propaganda is quite subtle. For e xample, the friendship between Rick
Blaine and Renault rep resents an alliance between the Uni ted S tates and France (Gianos,
199 8). Other Pro-French propaganda messages, which are meant to encourage action
from the United S tates, can be found in this movie.
Part of the propaganda messages against isolationism was to point out the enemies
and the evil they are doing . World War II provided three definite antag onists - Japan,
I ta ly, and Germany. The OWi and the Pr oduction Code Administration to ld filmmakers
to stay away from r acial stereotyping . Instead, they asked that filmmakers concentrate on
fascism as an ide ology and practice as the enemy (Gianos, 199 8).
The public was especially receptive to Anti -Japanese propaganda for three
reasons : the attack on Pearl Harbor, the fact that many Americans were unfamili ar with
Japan and its people, and the exotic locati on of the Paci fic theatre of war, which most
Americans pictured as a primeval jungle. The combination of violence, un familia rity,
and jungle associati ons led to a film p ortrayal of the Japanese as "subhuman beasts
associated with a primitive world " (Gianos, 199 8, p. 1 1 8). The Japanese enemy was seen
in primarily raci al terms, and the OWi wrestled with filmmakers to soften their
characterizations thr oughou t the war. H ollywood was less concerned with their portrayal
of thi s enemy because Japan was not a major market for American films.
The Uni ted S tates government placed anti-Ita lian propaganda in fi lm, but I talians
were n ot por trayed as evil. Rather, Italians were simply n ot taken seriously on the screen
and were often used for com ic relief. For e xample, Major S trasser rebuffs an Italian
soldier named T onelli when he arrives in Casablanca (1943). They were also seen as the
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"jun ior p artners" o f the Axis powers (Gianos, p. 1 1 8, 199 8). The Mussol in i dou ble in
The Great Dictator ( 1941) is obviousl y weaker th an the Hitler do uble.

The portrayal of Germans on fil m w as sl ightl y more co mpl icated. Prop agandists
were careful to make a distinction between the good German citizen, who was dutiful and
co mpetent, and the ev il Germ an Naz i, who is cruel and merciless. These
ch ar acteriz ations o f the German people could be considered prop ag and a ag ainst Naz is m .
It showed the evil o f the Third Reich and offered an expl an ation for wh y Germans were
so willing to fo llow. It also distinguished Germans from Nazis.
Allies are more difficult to distinguish politic al ly and more d ifficult to portr ay on
film th an enemies. Gre at Britain appeared to be the easiest All y to depict on screen, but
the OWi s aw two obstacles : the British cl ass s ystem and the country's imperialism
(Gianos, 199 8). Man y isol ationists in America believed th at the British were tr ying to
lure the United States into w ar. Fil m prop agandists h ad to democr atize and human ize
British society, and Mrs. Miniver, rele ased in 1939, proved to be a good e xample. The
cl ass syste m becomes less prominen t as the mov ie progresses. For instance, all the main
character s join the w ar effort. Vin , r epre senting the lower class, join s the Royal Air
Force; Mr. Min iver, representing the middle cl ass, goes to work in civil de fense; and
L ad y Beldon, representing the upper cl ass, starts an air r aid shelter. The congregation of
their church is shown at the end of the fil m, and it is notice abl y less se gregated th an
before. The minister delivers a sermon in favor o f a un ified soc iety r ather th an one w ith
socia l cl ass divisions.
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British Film Propaganda
Film propaganda was as important for the other Allies as it was for the American
government. In fact, most of the films seen in Britain were American. According to
legislation written by the Board of Trade in England, film distributors were required to
show a certain proportion of British movies. That proportion was lowered from 22.5
percent to 14 percent in July 1940. This change allowed the film industry to still earn
money while cutting down on production costs. Numbers for the British film industry
declined during the 1930s, and the war further depleted its supplies and workforce
(Coultass, 1984). At the time World War II began, 22 film studios were operating,
compared to nine in early 1943.
Although many British films released during the early 1940s had to do with the
war, a majority of them were designed for escape. "No one needed a reminder of the
realities of war," wrote Coultass (1984, p. 10). Comedy was a particularly significant
aspect of these escapist films. Laughing at a movie helped the audience relax and
provided a release from the seriousness of war. Several well-known British comedians
released films during the war years, including George Formby, Tommy Trinder, Will
Hay, and Flanagan and Allen. This trend was also in keeping with the British tradition of
portraying the working class as a comedic stereotype (Coultass, 1 984).
As the winning edge shifted to the Allied powers, more direct war content was
incorporated into British feature films and more attention was paid to war films. This
trend also occurred in American films, which included propaganda messages against the
enemies. Direct war content was used to mobilize the people of England. For example,
in the 1943 release Millions Like Us, the main character is portrayed as a woman from an
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ordin ary, middle-c lass background who goes to work in a factory (Coult ass , 19 84).
Maritime w ar stories were another common subject for British feature films because of
their m arine history. A popul ar example w as In Which We Serve, rele ased in 1942. Even
though British films beg an including more content directly rel ated to the w ar , few films
th at c ame out during the e arly 1940s recre ated actu al World W ar II events (Coultass,
19 84) .
British authorities and the public were concerned about the possibilities of
betr ayal and infiltration, so spy films became a favorite at the aters . The message in these
mo vies w as to beware of espion age efforts at home and abro ad. Went the Day Well
(1942) told the story of Nazi soldiers who penetrate an English vill age m asked as British
soldiers. This film w as also rele ased in Americ a under the n ame 48 Hours ( 1942) and
w as pr aised by critics for its "suspense qu alities" (Coultass, 19 84, p. 1 4) . Another
popul ar spy film w as The Foreman Went to France, rele ased in 1942. In the film, a
f actory forem an is sent to France in 1940 to retrieve a cruci al piece of machinery before
Ger man soldiers get it. The forem an gets help from two British soldiers, but French
c ollaborators report their movemen ts an d the group comes across a spy d isguised as a
member of the British army (Coultass, 19 84) .
The Foreman Went to France ( 1942) is also a good example of the tre atment of

cl ass structure in British feature films . Region al and cl ass stereotypes still existed in
w artime films but became less pre valent. Northern char acters and actors became more
common on screen . For instance, there w as a Yorkshire ch aracter in One of our Aircraft
is Missing ( 1942) and Scottish actors Gordon Jackson and John L aurie enjoyed success at
the box office (Coultass, 19 84) . Certain cl ass stereotypes were seen quite frequently in
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British films. Working-class characters were typically one-dimensional. The "cockney"
stereotype was the most common class distinction seen in British cinema. Wartime films
in Britain began to change the stereotypes seen on the screen, but audiences continued to
see many of these attitudes projected on film after the war's end.
Film Propaganda and the Military
The film Sergeant Yo rk, released in July 1941, can be seen as a piece of
propaganda supporting the United States military. It is the story of World War I hero
Alvin York. The farmer from Tennessee who found religion was a committed pacifist
(Alpers, 1998). When he was drafted into the Army, he told his company commander
about his religious beliefs. The two discussed what the Bible says about war. The
company commander granted York ten days' leave to decide whether or not he wanted to
fight in the war. If York chose not to engage in battle, the company commander
promised him a non-combat assignment. Eventually, York decided that serving in the
military during wartime did not conflict with his religious beliefs. York went on to
receive a Congressional Medal of Honor and a French Croix de Guerre for killing 25
German soldiers and taking 132 more soldiers prisoner in October 1918 (Alpers, 1998).
This film contained pro-intervention propaganda messages, but not in the way seen in
American movies before its release. Sergeant Yo rk (1941) supported intervention in a
more direct manner by saying that there was a need to send American troops to Europe to
fight in the war. The pro-intervention sentiments up to 1941 centered on the dangers
Nazism posed for the United States {Alpers, 1998).
This film goes a long way towards imagining a "democratic military'' (Alpers,
1998). Sergeant Yo rk (1941) suggested that military service could be part of one's
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civili an service. In both the movie and re al life, York was allowed to decide for himself
whether or not he w anted to fight in the w ar. Pl acing th at decision in York 's h ands
implies th at ever y m an h as a choice, even when the n ation as a whole decides to go to
w ar (Alpers, 1998). In re ality, most Americ an men did not h ave th at choice. At the time
the movie w as rele ased, the United States w as adding men to its military through the
cou ntry's first peacetime dr aft. The film also suggested th at "once one m ade the proper
choice, e xperience in w ar, f ar from being utterly disruptive of one 's civili an iden tity,
could be an e xtension of it" (Alpers, 1998, p . 1 30). Aspects of a soldier's civili an life c an
be used successfull y in his military life. For example, York uses turke y-hunting skills he
learned on his farm on the b attlefield . The film also equ ates military success wi th
civili an success. In the film, Yor k is given a piece of l and in recognition of his superior
military duty, which helps his f amily out of pover ty (Alper s, 1998).
Boosting Morale
Three aspects contribute to the building of a country's mor ale : cl arific ation,
inspir ation, and enter tainment (W anger, 1941). Movies provide a medium th at
propagandists can u se in a v ariety of ways to spread their mess ages. W anger writes, "But
just as a machine gun needs a m an to fire it, and just as an ar med division needs a gener al
staff to direct and coordin ate its movements, so the movies are simpl y an instrument
which is av ail able to democr atic men who know wh at the y w ant to s ay vi a films" (1941 ,
p . 382) .
The cl arific ation function of films is f airly li mited (W anger, 1941) . Movies c an
be used to explain something . For example , the Sign al Corps of the Arm y m ade films in
Hollywood during World War II instructing soldiers on an assor tment of topics from how
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to operate a machine gun to how to open a parachute (Wanger, 1941). In order to boost
morale in a democratic society, propagandists must clarify the concept of democracy and
help the public better understand it.
Movies inspire their audiences by "emotionalizing" and dramatizing the subjects
(Wanger, 1941, p. 381). Film is a particularly good medium for inspiring an audience
because all other media can be projected on the screen. In a democracy, movies can be
used to inspire loyalty, conviction, and courage. However, movies best inspire when the
audiences have similar opinions on the basic ideas.
The largest and most obvious function of movies in building morale is
entertainment. Movies are traditionally seen as a form of recreation. The entertainment
function is important for relaxation and escape from one's problem, which builds morale
on the homefront. If a film is entertaining, it is more appealing to the audience, which is
then more receptive to the other propaganda messages intended to raise morale.
African-Americans and Film Propaganda

During World War I, African-Americans answered enlistment calls and went to
war for their country. However, their experiences in the military were mostly unpleasant,
which made blacks reluctant to take part in World War II (Koppes & Black, 1986). An
OWi Bureau of Intelligence poll revealed that 50 percent of African-Americans agreed
that defeating the Axis powers should be the national priority but 38 percent felt that
making democracy work in America should be the national priority. When the same
question was put to lower-class whites, 90 percent said that defeating the Axis powers
should be the national priority with another five percent saying that making democracy
work in America should be the national priority. The findings of this poll correspond
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with the "Double V" campaign, which called for victory abroad and at home. One factor
that did influence some African-Americans to participate in the war was the racism
exhibited in Nazi Germany. On the other hand, African-Americans related to the
Japanese as fellow people of color, which the OWi called a "pan-colored feeling"
(Koppes & Black, 1986, p. 385).
The OWi drafted a program intended to create a more equal society. It asked for
better jobs and treatment of black servicemen. The government could set an example by
hiring more African-Americans and placing them in important positions. Unity became a
theme for OWi film propaganda. The message was to think of oneself as an American
regardless of race. All of America's racial groups were represented in military units on
the screen. The OWi' s goal was to encourage Hollywood studios to "improve their
handling of racial issues on the screen" (Koppes & Black, 1986, p. 39 1 ). Studio heads
argued that their films were intended for pure entertainment and not the government's
propaganda messages. The OWi' s efforts to improve film portrayals of African
Americans were abandoned in early 1943. According to a 1945 Columbia University
study, the efforts were unsuccessful. Out of 100 African-American appearances in films
released during World War II, 75 continued to show old stereotypes and 12 positively
portrayed blacks (Koppes & Black, 1986). Although racial stereotypes were still
projected on film, Hollywood now had a higher awareness of how it portrayed African
Americans.
Perhaps the most prominent example of the relationship between film
propaganda, African-Americans, and the OWi was the 1942 release Tennessee Johnson
(Koppes & Black, 1986). The picture told the story of former President Andrew Johnson.
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In the origina l script, Thaddeus Stevens , a champion of freedmen, was portra yed as a
fiend who got Johnson drunk and socia lized with former President Abraham Linco ln's
assassin John Wi lkes Booth . After protests, the OW I convinced Metro- Goldw yn-Mayer
to rewrite the script . Two musica ls were re leased in 1943 that featured all A frican 
American actors. The OWI found nothing o ffensive in Cabin in the Sky ( 1943) and
Stormy Weather ( 1943), but reviewers thought the characters in Cabin in the Sky (1943)

were simple and ignorant and took e xception to the se xuality in Stormy Weather (1943)
(Koppes & Black, 1986) .
Despite the fact that most wartime films did little to further the position of b lacks
in American society, some films made subtle improvements. The character of Sam, a
b lack pian ist in Casablanca (1943), had a fairly equa l ro le in the film, even though it was
sti ll a supporting part. In The Ox-Bow Incident (1943), the main character protests the
lynching of an innocent man (Koppes & Black, 1986) . A frican -Americans were ab le to
avoid stereotypes in combat films such as Bataan (1943), Sahara ( 1943), and Crash Dive
(1943). Lifeboat (1944) a lso takes strides toward equality. Eight ethnica lly and racia lly
diverse peop le are stranded in a lifeboat a fter their liner is torpedoed.
Music in Film Propaganda

Music is considered po litical when the lyrics or melod y suggests or echoes a
political judgment by the audience (Dunaway, 1987). Po litica l music has severa l
functions :
1 . So licit or arouse support for a movement .
2 . Reinforce the va lue structure of individuals who support this movement.
3. Create cohesion, so lidarit y, and mora le for members of this movement.
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4. Recruit individu al s into a specific movement.
5. Evoke solution s to a soci al problem vi a action .
6. De scribe a soci al problem in emotion al term s.
7. Divide su pporter s from the world around them.
8. Counter act de spair in soci al re former s when hoped for ch ange doe s not
m aterialize (Dun aw ay, 1987, p. 286-7).
The se function s are similar to what propag and a message s hope to achieve . Actu ally,
mu sic and film propagand a fit together. Mu sic i s a co st-effective w ay to clearly and
quickly reinforce wh at is seen on the screen , and film provide s a source for mu sic
propag an dists.
Both Japan and the United State s used mu sic as a part of their film propag anda
c ampaign s. The Japane se bro adcast American song s in hope s of making the United
S tates soldier s stationed in the P acific home sick. The government al so tried to ban so 
c alled "enemy mu sic" from Americ a (Sheppard, 200 1). The United S tate s also avoided
u sing authentic Japanese music in its films. The government org anized its mu sic
propagan da efforts when the OWi created the Nation al Wartime Music Committee .
Much of the American mu sic he ard during World War II ridiculed the Japane se by
making fun o f their accen ts and rhyming as many words as po ssible with "Japs." Some
of the title s from thi s er a include "We 're Gonn a H ave to Sl ap the Dirty Little Jap,"
"Goodbye Momma (I'm Off to Yokohama)," and "A-Bombing We Will Go (Right Over
Tokyo)" (Sheppard, 200 1, p. 304). Film proved to be the mo st effective anti-Japane se
propaganda tool. A total of 2 5 anti -Japane se film s were rele ased from 19 3 1 through
1940 . Th at total jumped to 2 5 anti -Japane se films in 1942 alone . The propag and a
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messages found in these films can be put into categories: prior to the war, Japanese
characters were engaged in espionage and during the war, combat was a central theme
and Japanese characters took pleasure in torturing Americans (Sheppard, 2001).
Music on film can have three different purposes. It can be used to unite races and
religion. For example, the audience hears Christians and Jews singing the hymn "Rock
of Ages" in Guadalcanal Diary (1943). In Bataan (1943), a Hispanic American plays
swing music and a white character tells a black character that "St. Louis Blues" is his
favorite song, too (Sheppard, 2001). Music can also be used as a symbol. For instance,
propagandists used Hawaiian music to symbolize America's unpreparedness prior to the
attack on Pearl Harbor. The last purpose is to serve narrative functions. It can tell the
audience that the enemy is approaching, it can strengthen negative opinions about the
enemy, and it can create a sense of danger.
Cartoons and Humor
Humor and cartoons can be another valuable resource for propagandists. Political
cartoons often express a propaganda message. The messages these cartoons carry fall
into six categories (Gombrich, 1963). Figures of speech can be represented visually. The
idea of condensation and comparison reduces and simplifies a complicated situation. A
portrait caricature either praises or makes fun of someone by exaggerating characteristics
or morphing the picture into something else. Political bestiary is an animal caricature
with a meaning (Gombrich, 1963). For example, if someone is represented as a snake,
the implication is that the person is sneaky. Natural metaphor is the personification of
something in nature in opposites. A common example of this category is the contrast of
light versus dark. Propagandists use the power of contrast by polarizing something
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(Gombrich , 1963) . For instance , good and evi l are polar opposites th at c an be use d in
prop ag anda messages.
Prop agan dists found th at c artoons were a useful source for messages ab ou t World
W ar II. I n the Unite d States, Tex Avery and W alt Disney all owed their studi os to be use d
for prop agan da purposes (Delporte, 200 1 ) . Prop ag anda mess ages were also pl aced in
French c artoons. The c artoon Nimbus Libere (1944) w as produce d by the Vichy
government and sh ow n as a supp lement to news broadc asts. Raymond Je annin's fil m
w as re le ased to 502 theaters on March 24, 1944. The fi lm w as shown in cinem as across
France for the next si x weeks . It w as screene d in a total of 3,346 the aters (Delp or te ,
200 1) .
Nimbus Libere (1944) tells the story of a French family th at is destroyed by an

American b omb . It is a short film lasting one minute and thirty seconds. The c artoon
opens on a house with a gar den and fence seen through moonlight. The audience is then
introduced to the simp leton American and conniving Jewish ch aracters . Professor
Nimbus and his family are then i ntroduced. At the e nd of the film , their h ouse is
demolished by a b omb dropped by Americ ans (Delporte , 2001 ) .
The message of the film w as th at this could h appen to anyone. I t w as intended to
show h ow the Allies, particul arly the Americ ans, could destroy the lives of ordinary
civilians . Humor w as used to emph asi ze the prop ag andists ' message (De lporte, 200 1) .
For e xamp le, c aricatures of the simp le-minded Americ ans were hu morous but destruc tive
in the end.
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An Example of Analysis - The Great Dictator (1940)

Charlie Chaplin's film is the story of a Jewish barber who fights with the army of
Tomania during the First World War (Cole, 200 1 ). He is hurt during the war and su ffers
amnesia . When he awakens a few years later, he goes back to his barbershop and finds
that Adenoid H ynkel, who the b arber looks like and is a caricature of Ado lf H itler, has
come to power . Hynkel's plan is to become "Emperor of the World" and persecute Jews
while doing so (Cole, 200 1, p . 1 38). The first step in his plan is to take o ver neighboring
Osterlich . Hynke l and Benzino Napaloni, who rules Bacteria and is a caricature of
Benito Musso lini, reach an agreement about Osterlich . At this point, the barber has fallen
for Hannah, a Jewish gir l from the Ghetto . He also decides to take par t in a plot to
assassinate Hynkel led by Commander Schultz . The p lot is disco vered before the
planned assassination, and Hynkel retaliates by burning the Ghetto . Hannah flees to
Osterlich, and the barber and Commander Schu ltz are sent to a concentration camp . The
two escape while Hynkel in vades Osterlich . Hynkel is duck hunting in regular clothing
to give the impression that nothing is happening in Osterlich . H is troopers are sent to
search for the barber and Schultz, but they mistake H ynkel for the barber and take him to
a concentration camp . The barber is eventually found and taken to Osterlich to assume
h is role as Emperor of the World . The film ends with Chaplin delivering a speech as
himself a sk ing for humanity to rise up and dictatorships to end (Cole, 200 1 ).
Although this film is an e xample of World War II propaganda, it also points out
some of the dangers of propaganda . Hynkel's Minister of Propaganda is named
Garbitsch, reminiscent of the word garbage (Cole, 200 1 ). Garbitsch's job is to spread lies
to the Tomanians . He also serves as a confidant to H ynkel and encourages him in his
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wicked ways. Chaplin's film portrays propaganda as a necessary evil in the political
world (Cole, 2001).
The Great Dictator ( 1940) used comedy as a backdrop for its propaganda

messages. The comedic framework allowed the propagandists to ridicule European
dictatorships and create sympathy for their victims at the same time (Cole, 200 1). For
instance, Hynkel was called "Our Fooey" by his subjects, which mocks Hitler' s title of
"Our Fuhrer." Sympathy is created for the victims by laughing with them and not at
them. An example is the scene where the barber shaves a customer in time with Brahm' s
Hungarian Dance (Cole, 2001). However, the propaganda i n this film was not always
rooted in comedy. Hynkel' s soldiers painted walls with anti-Jewish slogans and
assaulted residents of the Ghetto. Chaplin also used imagery as a source of propaganda.
One obvious example is Hynkel' s logo, the Double Cross, which symbolizes the
deceitfulness of his dictatorship (Cole, 2001 ).
Two important themes emerge in the propaganda messages. Chaplin uses
propaganda to establish a good "us" versus the. evil "them" mentality. The Great
Dictator ( 1940) clearly and openly criticizes European heads of state with the implication

that "we" are fighting the evil "they" do for the good of man. In particular, the film
shows the brutality of the soldiers under these dictatorships. Chaplin was pro
intervention, and his film contained anti-isolationist sentiments (Cole, 2001). He
intended to rally his audiences to action by showing the horrible deeds of the
authoritarian governments and fostering empathy for their victims, especially Jews.
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Analyzing Propaganda in Feature Films - 1939 to 1943

In his analysis of The Great Dictato r (1940), Cole (2001) discusses the
propaganda messages found in the film and the themes they develop. This study builds
on Cole's ideas by examining the propaganda messages that appeared in six feature films
immediately prior to and during World War II. In particular, it will look at explicit
propaganda messages identified in the sample films and the themes that emerge from
them. This researcher will investigate the following research questions:
RQl. What categories of propaganda messages are represented in these films?
RQ2. What were the most frequently represented categories of propaganda
messages in each film?
RQ3. What were the most frequently represented categories of propaganda
messages throughout all the films?
RQ4. What were the most frequently represented categories of propaganda
messages in the film( s) released in each of the years represented by the sample?
RQ5. What theme(s), if any, emerged from the propaganda messages in each film?
RQ6. What theme(s), if any, emerged from the propaganda messages throughout all
the films?
RQ7. What theme(s), if any, emerged from the propaganda messages in the film(s)
released in each of the years represented by the sample?
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Chapter 3: Method
Cole's research was conducted from a historical approach, but this study will use
a qualitative content analysis approach to address the research questions. While
traditional content analyses are focused on gathering quantitative data, the purpose of this
study is to evaluate both the number and the content of the explicit propaganda messages
identified in the sample films. This information will then be examined for themes that
exist in the propaganda messages.

Profile ofthe Sample

The sample comes from films nominated for the Best Picture Academy Award
from 1 939 to 1 944. Those years were chosen in order to evaluate any difference in
wartime propaganda before and after the United States' entry into World War II in 1 941.
This list was then cross-referenced with the AFI's 100 Years 100 Movies list of the
greatest movies. Those films that received the Academy Award Best Picture nomination
and a top 25 AFI ranking on its greatest movie list were included in the sample.
The films in the sample are The Wizard of Oz (1 939), Gone with the Wind (1 939),
The Grapes of Wrath (1 940), Citizen Kane (1 941 ), The Maltese Falcon (1 941 ), and
Casablanca (1 943). These films were chosen because their nomination for the Academy

Award and inclusion on the AFI's 100 greatest list indicates that they are superior movies
and were widely seen. A list of the Academy Award nominees and production studio
was found in Anthony Holden's Behind the Oscar (1 993), and the AFI's 100 Years 1 00
Movies list was found on its website (http://afi.com/tv/movies.asp ).
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Instrument

An evaluation fonn was developed for the purposes of cataloging the categories
of propaganda messages identified in these films (See Appendix). The fonn includes
information about the film in addition to categories of propaganda messages. One form
will be used to record the propaganda messages in each film. The researcher was the
only coder, which is appropriate for the nature of this study. When the coder identifies an
explicit propaganda message, the movie will be paused. The coder will then assign that
message to a category and write a brief description of the message on the form. The
forms will be used to evaluate the categories of propaganda messages included in these
movies.

Variables

The categories listed on the form are taken from Shull & Wilt's Hollywood War
Films: 1939-1945 (1996). The researcher further defined the following categories for the

purposes of this study:
•

Anti-German/Nazi, defined as words or actions against Germany, its
government, or its military;.

•

Anti-Italian/Fascist, defined as words or actions against Italy, its
government, or its military;

•

Anti-Japanese/Imperialism, defined as words or actions against Japan,
its government, or its military;

•

Anti-Soviet, defined as words or actions against the Soviet Union, its
government, or its military;
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•

Pro-Allies, defined as words or actions supporting the Allied efforts in the
European and Pacific theatres of war;

•

Pro-American, defined as words or actions supporting the United States,
its people, and their way of life;

•

Pro-British, defined as words or actions supporting the United Kingdom,
its people, and their way of life;

•

Pro-French, defined as words or actions supporting France, its people,
and their way of life;

•

Pro-Democracy, defined as words or actions supported a democratic form
of government;

•

Pro-Intervention, defined as words or actions supporting American entry
into World War II;

•

Non-Intervention, defined as words or actions against American entry
into World War II;

•

Pro-Military/Military Support, defined as words or actions supporting
the American military and their battles overseas; and

•

Support for War Effort, defined as words or actions supporting
American involvement in World War II on the homefront (Shull & Wilt,

1996).
An additional category - Womanpower - was included and defined as words or
actions supporting women going to work for the war effort as volunteers or outside the
home (Renov, 1988). The category of "other" was also listed for those propaganda
messages that did not fit in any of the previous categories. In addition, material used to
identify the film - title, production studio, year of release, and AFI ranking - was
included on the form.
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Once all the films have been viewed, the researcher will analyze the fonns and
total the number of propaganda messages and categories found in each individual film
and throughout all the films.
To address research question 1, which deals with the categories of propaganda
messages in all the films, the totals on each form will be examined to see which
categories are represented.
The categories with the three highest totals of propaganda messages on each form
will be used to address research question 2, which looks at the most frequently
represented categories in each individual film.
For research question 3, which examines the most frequently represented
categories of propaganda messages in all the films, the categories with the three highest
totals of propaganda messages found in an the films will be used.
To address research question 4, which looks at the most frequently represented
categories in the films according to their year of release, the researcher will use the
categories with the three highest totals of propaganda messages found in the film(s)
released in 1939, 1940, 1941, and 1943 - the years represented in the sample.
To address research question 5, which examines the themes that emerge in each
film, the totals of propaganda messages and categories on each form will be examined for
commonalities.
For research question 6, which addresses the themes that emerge throughout all
the films, the totals of propaganda messages and categories from all the forms will be
examined for commonalities.
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The totals of propaganda messag es and categories lis ted on the forms for the
film(s) releas ed in 1939, 1940, 1941, and 1943 will be used to address the las t research
question , which looks a t the th emes that emerg e in the films according to their year of
release.

Limitations

Although this study adds to the body o f knowledge about film propaganda, it does
have some limita tions . First, the sample size of six films is too small to allow
generalizations about the film industry of the early 1940s. Also , this research looks at
explicit propag anda messages . The examination of implicit propaganda messages was
beyond the scope of this study. In addition, the historical contex t of these propaganda
messages was not discussed b ecause the purpose of the study was to analyze the con tent
of th e messages .
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Chapter 4: Results
ROI. What catego ries ofpropaganda messages are represented in these films ?

Several categories of propaganda messages were represented in the sample films.
The categories identified were Anti-German/Nazi, Anti-Italian/Fascist, Anti-Soviet, Pro
Allies, Pro-American, Pro-French, Pro-Democracy, Pro-Intervention, Non-Intervention,
Womanpower, and Other. In all ,, 11 of the 15 categories were represented in the sample
films (See Tables 1 and 2).
The Wizard of Oz (1939)

No propaganda messages were identified in this movie. Perhaps this is because it
is based on L. Frank Baum's book written in the late 1890s. Although the film was
created while America's World War II enemies were in power, the story itself was not.
However, other propaganda messages have been identified in the Wizard of Oz (1939 ).
For example, the story could be representative of the United States' transition into the
Industrial Age and the financial changes of that era. Ziaukus writes, "The story of an
American girl wearing silver shoes [which were changed to ruby in the film] on a road
paved with golden bricks in a country named for the abbreviation for ounce would have
rung loudly for an audience in the 1890s caught up in the 'financial question'" (1998, p.
9). The characters Dorothy encounters on her journey to see the Wizard of Oz are also
representative of American stereotypes. Farmers are embodied in the Scarecrow, the
Tinman represents industrial workers, and politicians are symbolized by the Cowardly
Lion. Ziaukus claims that these characterizations reflect those groups. Farmers felt
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Table 1 : Propaganda Message Categories and Frequency of Occurrences in
Sample Films

Cate2ory
AntiGerman/Nazi
AntiItalian/Fascist
Anti-Japanese
Anti-Soviet
Pro-Allies
Pro-American
Pro-British
Pro-French
Pro-Democracy
Pro-Intervention
NonIntervention
ProMilitary/Support
War Effort
Support
Womanpower
Other
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Wizard Gone with Grapes Citizen Maltese Casablanca
of Oz the Wind of Wrath Kane Falcon
(1940) (1941) (1941)
(1939)
(1943)
(1939)

0

0

0

1

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
2
0
0
3
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0

0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

1

0

l

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
2
1

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
1
0

0
0
3

18
1

0
1
1
5
0
4

6
1

Table 2: Total Number of Propaganda Messages in Each Category
Cate2ory

Anti-German/Nazi
Anti-Italian/Fascist
Anti-Japanese
Anti-Soviet
Pro-Allies
Pro-American
Pro-British .
Pro-French
Pro-Democracy
Pro-Intervention
Non-Intervention
Pro-Military/Support
War Effort Support
Womanpower
Other

Total per Cate2ory (all films)
20
2
0
3
1

7

0
4
15
1
2
0
0
3
6
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unintelligent, workers felt empty, and politicians did a great deal of talking without much
action.

Gone with the Wind (1939)
This film is based on Margaret Mitchell's book, which was published in 1936,
just five years prior to the United States' entry into World War II. The story takes place
during the Civil War. Several wartime propaganda messages are found in the movie, but
the majority of them ostensibly concern the Civil War. For example, the men think the
war is exciting and are more than willing to enlist. The Confederate flag and pictures of
Confederate president Jefferson Davis are meant to evoke feelings of Southern pride.
Also, the Union states were called the Juggernaut and the Great Invader. Propaganda
messages about the proper role of women are also in the film. For instance, females must
be accompanied by a chaperone. When women are in mourning, they are required to
wear black and not be seen in public for an established length of time. Additionally,
Scarlett O'Hara, the main character, starts a lumber business. Her venture goes against
the tradition of male-run businesses.
In order to identify categories of propaganda messages related to World War TI,
the researcher eliminated those messages that directly referenced the Civil War. Three
propaganda messages in two categories were identified in this movie. Womanpower was
represented in two instances, and both messages address women volunteering during
times of war. Scarlett works at a fundraising booth at a party in Atlanta where women
are taking donations for the war effort. Also, Scarlett and Melanie Wilkes volunteer at an
Atlanta hospital caring for injured soldiers. The last category represented in this film was
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other, but the message still addressed the empowerment of women. Scarlett protects
herself by shooting a Yankee soldier who tries to attack her.
The Grapes of Wrath (1940)

Six propaganda messages in three categories were identi fied in this film. Three
messages represent the Pro-Democracy category. These messages have to do wi th
freedom and fighting for it. For example, main ch aracter Tom Joad expresses his desire
to help set his people free . Additionally, some of the characters organize a strike for
higher wages. Strikes and protests are an in tegral par t of a democratic governmen t. Two
messages were Pro-American. Grandpa Joad says, "This is my coun try and I belong
here." This statemen t reflects hi s deep love for America. At the end of the movie, Ma
Joad says, "We are the people ." Her declaration is similar to the opening words of the
Constitution of the United States, which is the foundation of American ideals . The last
category represented was "other ." Some of the characters make references to
communism and "Reds" tha t did not fi t in to any of the previous ca tegories.
Citizen Kane (1941)

Orson Welles's movie contained ten propaganda messages in five categories. Six
messages represent the Pro -Democracy category. Ch arles Foster Kane's enemies
promote democratic ideals by ca lling him a communist during the "News on the March "
newsreel sequence, implying tha t democratic forms of government are superior. As a
gubernatorial candidate, Kane a ttempts to stop a political machine that he claims is in
complete control of the state, which is the an tithesis of a democracy. Kane also talks
about being a champion for the underprivileged and the public's rights as citizens , which
promotes democratic ideas . Bernstein comments on the newspaper war between Kane's
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Inquirer and the· rival Chronicle. The Inquirer is portrayed as liberal, while the
Chronicle is seen as conservative. Bernstein says that the Inquirer will change the
Chronicle's men to its ways. The implication is that liberal forms of government like
democracies will change more conservative forms of government like dictatorships to
their ways. One message in the movie represents the Anti-German/Nazi category. Kane
is seen with Adolf Hitler in the "News on the March" newsreel while the voiceover says
he eventually denounced Hitler. He was also called a fascist by a non-supporter, and that
message was deemed Anti-Italian. Non-Intervention sentiment is reflected in the
statement that Kane opposed America' s involvement in World War I, meaning that he
probably would not support the next war. One message fit in the "other" category. In
1935, Kane remarks that there will be no war because both sides are too smart.
The Maltese Falcon (1941)

A total of four propaganda messages in three categories were found in The
Maltese Falcon (1941). Two messages were Anti-Soviet. Guttman traced the Maltese
Falcon to a Russian general. He says that the general' s "natural contrariness" kept them
from negotiating. When the Maltese Falcon is recovered, the characters discover that it is
a fake and the Russian general had the actual falcon. These two messages imply that
Russians are uncooperative and deceitful. One Anti-German/Nazi message was included
in the movie. The main character Sam wants a hit man with the German name of Wilmer
to take the blame for a murder. Sam's attitude suggests that Germans are worthless. The
film also included one Womanpower message. While talking to his secretary, Sam says,
"You're a good man, sister." This statement indicates that her work is equally as
valuable as a man's.
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Casablanca (1943)

For ty-one propaganda messages in ten categories were ident ified in Casablanca
( 1941). Nearly ha lf of them, or 1 8 o ut of 4 1, were Anti-German/Nazi. The messages
were typically d erogatory statements about Germans or th e Third Reich. For examp le,
the German invasion of Bulgaria is described as th e devil hav ing the people by the throat.
A German so ldier a lso tells the female lead Ilsa that human li fe is cheap in Casab lanca.
Similarly, a German so ldier tells a man, "Yo u were Czechos lovakian, now yo u're a
subject of the Reich."
Six messages represent the Pro-Democracy category. A majority of these
messag es hav e to do w ith the resistanc e mov ement and freeing people from oppress ive
governments. Lasz lo says that h e is honored to be a leader of the Great Movement, and
that the Movement means that peop le will be free to go to America.
The five Pro-American messages see the United States as a sa lvation. For
example, the voiceover at the beginn ing of the fi lm says that an "imprisoned" Europ e
looks toward America for aid. Also, Rick 's Cafe Americain helps Europeans by turning
a blind eye to customers making deals for letters of tran sit to America. Four messages
contain ed Pro -French sentiments. The audience can see a "Free France" poster and the
French saying "Liberte, Ega lite, Fratemite" (Liberty, Eq ua lity, Brotherhood) carved on a
building. The main character Rick offers to ho ld two letters of transit for French
couriers, which helps the French. Additiona lly, the Fr ench nationa l anthem, La
Marseillaise, overshadows the German nationa l anthem with cheers of "Vive la France"

when both are p layed at Rick 's Cafe Americain.
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Three messages fit in the "other" category, and they address politics. Ilsa talks
about how much she hates the war. Another character says that one should either lay off
politics or get out. The movie contains one message for each of the following categories:
Anti-Italian/Fascist, Pro-Intervention, Non-Intervention, Pro-Allies, and Anti-Soviet.

R02. What were the most frequently represented categories ofpropaganda messages in
each film ?
In order to address this research question, the researcher totaled the number of
categories of propaganda messages (See Tables 3 and 4). The three categories with the
highest number of propaganda messages will be used in answering this research question.
The Wizard of Oz (1939)
No World War Il propaganda messages were identified in this film. Therefore, no
categories were represented in The Wizard of Oz (1939) .

Gone with the Wind (1939)
Two categories were represented among the three propaganda messages in this
movie. Two messages fit into the Womanpower category, and the last message
represents the other category.

The Grapes of Wrath (1940)
A total of three categories were represented in The Grapes of Wrath (1940) .
Three messages were Pro-Democratic, two were Pro-American, and the last represents
the other category.
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Table 3: Number of Categories Represented in Sample Films

Number of
Categories in
each Film

Wizard Gone with Grapes Citizen Maltese Casablanca
of Oz the Wind of Wrath Kane Falcon
(1940) (1941} (1941}
(1939)
(1939)
(1943)
0

2

3

5

3

10
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Table 4: Number of Propaganda Messages Identified in Sample Films

Total

Propaganda
Messages per
Film
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Wizard Gone with Grapes Citizen Maltese Casablanca
of Oz the Wind of Wrath Kane Falcon
(1943)
(1939)
(1940) (1941) (1941)
(1939)

0

3

6

10

4
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Citizen Kane (1941)
Five categories of propaganda messages were identified in this film. The
category with the most messages was Pro-Democracy, which contained six examples of
World War II propaganda. The Anti-French, Anti-German/Nazi, Non-Intervention, and
other categories each had one message.

The Maltese Fakon (1941)
This movie had four propaganda messages that fit into three categories. Two
messages were Anti-Soviet, and one message each represents the Womanpower and Anti
German categories.

Casablanca (1943)
In Casablanca (1943), 41 propaganda messages in 10 categories were discovered.
The top category was Anti-German/Nazi with 1 8 messages. The Pro-Democracy
category included six messages. Finally, there were five messages representing the Pro
American category.

R03. What were the most frequently represented categories ofpropaganda messages
throughout all the films ?
The most frequently represented categories were Anti-German/Nazi, ProDemocracy, and Pro-American. A total of 64 propaganda messages were identified in
the six films. Twenty messages fit into the Anti-German/Nazi category. Fifteen
messages were included in the Pro-Democracy category. The third highest total was
seven messages in the Pro-American category. Almost two-thirds of the propaganda
messages, 42 of the 64, fit into these three categories.
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R04. What were the most frequently represented categories ofpropaganda messages in
the film(s) released in each ofthe years represented by the sample ? (See Table 5).

Films Released in 1939
The two films released in 1939 were The Wizard of Oz and Gone with the Wind.
The first of those films contained no propaganda messages, so no categories of messages
were represented. Two categories were represented in Gone with the Wind. The
Womanpower category contained two messages, and one message represents the "other"
category.
Film Released in 1940
The only film in the sample that was released in 1940 was The Grapes of Wrath.
The three categories represented in this movie were Pro-Democracy with three messages,
Pro-American with two messages, and "other" with one message.
Films Released in 1941
Citizen Kane and The Maltese Falcon were both released in 1941. The three

categories with the highest numbers of propaganda messages between both films were
Pro-Democracy with six messages and Anti-German/Nazi and Anti-Soviet with two
messages each.
Film Released in 1943
Among the sample films, Casablanca was the only one released in 1943. The three
categories with the highest numbers of propaganda messages were Anti- German/Nazi
with 18, Pro-Democracy with six messages, and Pro-American with five messages.
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Table S: Propaganda Message Categories Represented in Year of Release

Cate2ory
Anti-German/Nazi
Anti-Italian/Fascist
Anti-Japanese
Anti-Soviet
Pro-Allies
Pro-American
Pro-British
Pro-French
Pro-Democracy
Pro-Intervention
Non-Intervention
Pro-Military/Support
War Effort Support
Womanpower
Other
Total

Film
Films
Films
Film
Released Released Released Released
in 1939 in 1940 in 1941 in 1943
0
0
2
18
0
0
1
I
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
3
6
6
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
1
1
1
3
3
6
14
41
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· ROS. What theme(s). ifany. emerged from the propaganda messages in each film ?

The Wizard of Oz (1939)
No themes emerged in this film because no categories of propaganda messages
were identified.
Gone with the Wind (1939)

All the propaganda messages found in Gone with the Wind (1939) dealt with
women, particularly their part in the war effort. The messages in this film support
volunteer work, whether it is caring for injured soldiers or raising money for wartime
causes. In addition, it promotes the idea of a woman standing up for herself. For
example, Scarlett kills a Yankee soldier to protect herself and her home. The movie
mentions several of society's rules about how a woman is supposed to behave, which
Scarlett breaks. Her actions challenge the traditional role of women. A proper lady is not
seen in public during a mourning period, but Scarlett attends a fund.raiser in Atlanta.
Proper ladies do not work in the fields, but Scarlett is forced to after Union soldiers
ransack Tara, her family's plantation. She even starts her own business, which was done
only by males. The examples from this film further the idea that women are capable of
more than they are allowed to do.
The Grapes of Wrath (1940)

One theme that emerged from the propaganda messages in this movie is reaching
for a better life. The story centers on the load family's journey to California in search of
work so that they can improve their condition. The preacher helps organize a strike for
better wages after they are dramatically lowered. Tom load expresses his desire to help
people in similar situations.
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Pri de in America is another theme that can be seen in this film. Gran dpa Joa d
makes that state ment that this is his country an d he belon gs here . In addition, Ma Joad
says , "We are the people ." Her declaration brin gs to mind the openin g phrase of the
Constitution, remin din g the audience of the foun ding principles of the Unite d States.
Citizen Kane (1941)
The theme that emer ges in Citizen Kane (1941) is helpin g the underpri vile ged.
Charles Foster Kane considered hi mself a champion of the public's rights, an d it was his
duty to look after them. The propa gan da messa ges that reflect this theme represent the
Pro-Democracy cate gory. For example, Kane turns his desire to ai d those less fortunate
than hi mself into a run for political office. He also proclaims that when the
underprivileged get to gether, it will add up to somethin g bi g, hinting that their co mbine d
efforts could chan ge the face of the country's go vernment .
In f act, the theme of helpin g the un derpri vile ged leads to the theme of power and
control . Kane possesses the qualities of a dema go gue . He use d emotional appeals to the
public in his pursuit of political office. Accordin g to Kane, his opposition ruled a
political machine that was in co mplete control of the state. Howe ver , the characteristics
of a dictator can also be seen in Kane. He maintaine d absolute authority at his
newspapers. Even at his ho me, he was in char ge . For instance, he ma de his second wife,
Susan Alexan der, sing in an opera . Power and control playe d an i mportant role in the li fe
of the character Charles Foster Kane as well as the movie about hi m.
The Maltese Falcon (1941)
In this film, the theme is ne gative ima ges of A merica's enemy. For example, the
hit man is given a German name. Sam chooses hi m to take the fall for a murder .
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Russians are also portrayed negatively in The Maltese Falcon (1941). Guttman speaks
about a Russian general's "natural contrariness." The same general is depicted as
conniving when the characters discover that he has the real Maltese Falcon and the one
that they found was a fake planted by the general.
Casabla.nca (1943 )
The theme in this movie is a classic tale of good versus evil - the good Americans
versus the bad Germans. Nearly half of the messages described the Germans and the
Third Reich negatively. Another 11 messages positively portrayed America and its
democratic form of government. A total of 29 out of 41 propaganda messages were
dedicated to demonizing the Germans and their government or celebrating Americans
and their government. For instance, the Third Reich is demonized when one character
claims that Germans "have outlawed miracles." At the same time, America is celebrated
with a toast. The two ideas are combined when America is shown as a savior for an
"imprisoned" Europe.

R06. What theme(s). ifany, emerged from the propaganda messages throughout all the
films ?

Two themes emerged across all six films. The predominant theme is that of the
"good Americans," closely followed by the theme of the "bad Germans." Out of 64
propaganda messages, 22 represented the Pro-Democracy (15) or Pro-American (7 )
categories. These categories are grouped together because America is generally
considered the epitome of democracy. The Anti-German/Nazi category contained
another 20 messages. More than half of all the propaganda messages represent one of
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these three categories. Another theme emerged among the films that was significant but
not considered World War II propaganda - the portrayal of African-Americans in servant
roles.
The idealization of America and its government was the central theme in the
sample films. In particular, several messages praised democracy. Three of the six films
contained Pro-democratic propaganda messages. For the most part, these messages
focused on the idea of freedom. Two more films contained Pro-American messages that
celebrated the country itself.
Anti-German/Nazi messages were identified in three films, and it was the
category with the highest number of propaganda messages. These messages put the
people of Germany and the Third Reich in a negative light. In general, Germans are
portrayed as tyrants who have little value for human life in these films. Their
government is also condemned in some of the messages.
The last theme to emerge in the sample was important but was not directly related
to World War Il. In three of the films, African-Americans were seen only in servant
roles. Gone with the Wind (1939), in particular, is a useful example of this theme.
Mammy, an African-American woman, takes care of Scarlett and her family. Scarlett
travels with a maid named Prissy, another African-American woman who is portrayed as
silly and unintelligent. Perhaps this trend is because of the time these films were
produced. All of them were released before the-civil rights movement and the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.
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R07. What themefs). ifany. emerged from the propaganda messages in the film(s)
released in each of the years represented by the sample?
Films Released in 1939
Of the two films in the sample released in 1939, only one contained propaganda
messages about World War II. Three messages were identified in Gone with the Wind
(1939), and all three had to do with womanpower. The theme to emerge from these
movies is volwiteerism.
Film Released in 1940
The main theme to emerge in The Grapes of Wrath, the only sample film released
in 1940, was fighting for a better life. Most of the propaganda messages in this movie
were pro-democratic, particularly the freedom to better one's condition.
Films Released in 1941
Both Citizen Kane and The Maltese Falcon were released in 1941. The theme to
emerge from them was Pro-Democracy, mostly helping the underprivileged and
championing human rights. A second theme that emerged was demonizing the enemy.
Several messages fell into the Anti-German/Nazi, Anti-Soviet, and Anti-Italian/Fascist
categories.
Film Released in 1 943
Casablanca was the only sample film released in 1943. The theme of demonizing
the enemy also emerged in this movie. Most of the propaganda messages in Casablanca
( 1943) were Anti-German/Nazi. Pro-Democracy emerged as another theme in this film.
Some of the messages centered on freeing people living under an oppressive government.
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Chapter 5 : Discussion and Conclusion
Fighting the Enemy

Looking at the categories of propaganda messages across the years, one can see
the progression of war. The amount of propaganda messages related to World War Il
increased steadily from 1939 to 1943. The subject matter of the propaganda messages
also became more direct in the later years. For example, in the films released in 1939 and
1940, the America's wartime enemies were not mentioned. However, the films released
in 1 94 1 and 1943 frequently referenced the enemies the United States fought during
World War II in a negative manner. Perhaps this is because The Grapes of Wrath (1940),
Citizen Kane (194 1 ), The Maltese Falcon (1941), and Casablanca (1943) were released

just prior to or after the United States entered World War II in December 1 94 1 . The
other two sample films, Gone with the Wind (1939) and The Wizard ofOz (1939), were
released well before America declared war on Japan and Germany. These movies were
also based on books written even earlier in the 1900s, and it would be difficult for the
filmmakers to add contemporary propaganda messages if they were trying to remain true
to the original work.
It is interesting to examine which specific enemies were the subjects of the
propaganda messages in the sample films. None of the propaganda messages identified
in these films fell into the Anti-Japanese category. Conversely, the Anti-German/Nazi
category contained the highest total of propaganda messages among all the films. The
fact that there were no anti-Japanese propaganda messages is surprising given that the
United States declared war on Japan before declaring war on Germany. In fact, Japan
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was responsible for the attack on Pearl Harbor, which resulted in America's entry into
World War Il. One reason for this finding could be that the United States government
decided on an Atlantic First policy, meaning that it would concentrate its efforts on the
European theatre of war. The public, on the other hand, was angered by Japan's attack
on an American naval base and wanted the government to focus its attention on the
Pacific theatre of war. In order to make the public more receptive to its policy, the
government used propaganda to persuade Americans that the fight against the country's
European enemies was more pressing.

Boosting Morale
The overarching theme of the propaganda messages in the sample films appears to
be boosting morale. In particular, the messages remind the public what the military is
fighting for. Two different tactics are used to boost morale - messages regarding what is
good about America and messages regarding what is bad about Germany. These
messages boost morale because they offer support for the war effort by encouraging pride
in America and hatred for her enemies. More than half of the propaganda messages
identified in the sample films were dedicated to these two purposes.
Propaganda messages in the sample films supporting America took several
different forms. Some messages were direct, such as references to "my country" or a
toast to America. Others were more subdued, such as Rick's Cafe Americain, which
served as a safe haven for Europeans trying to escape Nazi persecution. Another way the
propaganda messages supported America was to advocate its form of government. The
Pro-Democracy category contained the second highest total of propaganda messages.
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These messages typically refer to the idea of freedom, and America is generally
considered to have the ideal form of democratic government where people are free. For
example, Laszlo is the leader of the "Great Movement" in Casablanca (1943), which
helps people escape to freedom in America.
The Anti-German/Nazi category had the largest total of propaganda messages
among the sample films. These messages boost morale by showing what life is like with
the enemy in control. The implication is that American soldiers must destroy the enemy
before it gains control of their own country. For instance, Germany is depicted as a
"devil" that has "outlawed miracles." Germans are portrayed as a "destructive" people
who take what they want. They also appear to have little value for human life, calling it
"cheap." All of these messages are meant to anger the audience into action.

Using Propaganda Techniques

Namecalling
The sample films are filled with examples of namecalling, especially in the anti
categories. Germany was a frequent target of this propaganda technique. In Casablanca
(1943), Germans are called an "annoyance" and a "devil." Namecalling was also used
against Russians. A character in Casablanca (1943) tells a "crazy" Russian to get away.
Guttman talks about a Russian general's "natural contrariness" in The Maltese Falcon
( 1941). More examples can be found in other sample films. Charles Foster Kane is
called a "Fascist" in Citizen Kane (1941). He also speaks about the "villainy" of his
opponent in a gubernatorial race who is "in complete control of the state." There are
references to "Reds," or communists, in The Grapes of Wrath (1941).
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Glittering Generalities

Posi tive references are also made throu ghou t the sample films, particularly in the
pro- categories. In Citizen Kane ( 1941), the mai n character says, ''There'll be no war .
They're [government officials ] too sm art." He also refers to himself as a "champion of
the public's rights as citi zens and human bein gs " and · writes a "Declaration of
Principles," which are both positive phrases . In The Maltese Falcon ( 1941), Sam gives
his secretary a boost of confidence when he says, "You're a good man, sis ter ."
Casablanca (1943) con tains several examples of glitterin g generalities, and most of them

have to do with the "Grea t Mo vement." Laszlo says that he is "privile ged" to be a leader
in an "importan t" cause . Also, the audience sees a "Free France" poster and the French
phrase "Liberte, Egalite, Fraternite." The translation is "Liberty, Equality, Brotherhood,"
all of which are positive values .
Card Stacking

The subject can be portrayed either positively or ne gatively when usin g this
propa ganda technique . The propa gandist can select facts or lies, ima ges or distractions,
and logical and i llo gica l statemen ts to put the su bject in a positive or ne gative light. An
example of the positive use of c ard stackin g can be seen in Gone with the Wind (1939) .
Scarlett and Melanie Wilkes attend a fundraiser in Atlanta . A man asks them for a
donation for "the cause ." Melanie takes off her weddin g band , places it in the basket, and
says that it will do more for her husband off her hand . Scarlett quickly follows and pu ts
her wedding band i n the basket. This propa ganda message uses facts ("the cause" needs
money) , illustrations (Me lanie and Scarlett donate their weddin g bands), and lo gical
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statements (it will help her husband more off her hand) to demonstrate how women can
help the war effort.
Card stacking is used in the description of the day the Germans entered Paris to
depict the Third Reich negatively in Casablanca (1943). Tanks are seen rolling through
the streets while threatening music plays. Ilsa says it is not an easy day to forget. This
propaganda message takes facts (Germans occupied France during World War II),
illustrations (pictures of tanks on Parisian streets and threatening music), and logical ·
statements (it is not an easy day to forget) to make the German army look merciless and
malicious.

Relating to other World War II Propaganda
Radio proved to be another valuable source for government propaganda both
abroad and on the homefront. The OWi established an overseas short wave radio
transmission network that began broadcasting within a year. "It was called 'The Voice of
America,' and soon the world, including the enemy on both sides of the world, knew that
'The Voice of America' was the voice of truth" (Margolin, 1946, p. 9 1 ). Radio was
equally important on the homefront. In the early 1940s, approximately 90 percent of
families owned at least one radio. The average family listened to three to four hours of
radio programming per day. The most popular primetime shows reached an audience of
30 million listeners (Horten, 1 996). Radio provided a daily, consistent link between the
government and the public in their own home. The regular schedule of radio allowed
officials to bury an even, steady flow of propaganda messages during and between
entertainment shows. Radio programs provided official reminders and messages to 70
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percent of Americans every day. Film, on the other hand, reached an inconsisten t and
irregular audience for a limited amoun t of time possib ly once per week . De spite the
differences in the methods of distribu tion, the propaganda me ssages carried on radio and
film were strikingly similar .
Enemies

Like film propaganda, the mes sage s on radio concen tra ted on the enemie s. The
purpose of radio propaganda immediately following the attack on Pearl Harbor was to
explain what America was fighting for . We Hold These Truths, produced by Norman
Cotwin, aired on December 1 5, 194 1 (Horten, 2002). The pro gram, which reached 60
million listeners, explained that America was fighting for freedom . Coiwin also
produced a series of radio programs about the ongoing fighting called This is War. The
series aired over 1 3 weeks on all four networks. An average of 20 million listeners tuned
in for the first se ven programs, showing that the public was recep ti ve to propaganda
messages . However, the serie s did garner some negative letter s, so the government
considered it a mixed success (Horten, 200 2 ). Ra ther than offer an explanation for the
w ar, these programs were intended to inspire hatred of the enemy.
Japan wa s easy to target as the enemy because of its attack on Pearl Harbor, but
the governmen t adopted an Atlantic First policy. Germany was portrayed as the United
States ' biggest enemy on radio as well as film. Several radio pro grams explained why
Americans should hate Germans. Douglas Mi ller produced a radio series titled You Can 't
do Business with Hitler. The 56 episodes told the American audience how Germans used

business skills to domina te over the public and other coun tries. It also claimed that
Germans promoted the destruction of family and the mistreatmen t of women (Horten ,
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2002). Another series, This is Our Enemy, aired at the same time. It described all of the
United States' World War II enemies, but the focus was on Germany. Out of 68
episodes, seven were about Japan and two were about Italy. The other 59 episodes were
dedicated to Germany.
Entertainment
Film and radio propaganda both use entertainment as a backdrop for their
messages. The primary goal is to entertain the audience, and propaganda is included as
part of the story. Three of the most popular radio shows during the 1940s were The Jack
Benny Show, Fibber McGee and Molly, and Bob Hope (Horten, 2002). Naturally,

comedy shows were a prime location for propaganda messages because they were
popular, wide-reaching, and entertaining. The government organized the distribution of
propaganda messages on radio shows and advertisements in the National Allocation Plan,
which went into effect on April 27, 1942. According to the Plan, weekly shows included
propaganda messages once every four weeks, and daily shows included propaganda
messages every other week (Horten, 1996).
Another source of radio propaganda was the daytime serial drama, otherwise
known as soap operas. In 1941, there were 62 serials that aired for fifteen minutes five
times per week. The serials had an audience of approximately 20 million, which
consisted mainly of housewives. Between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m., 75 percent of airtime was
dedicated to soap operas (Horten, 2002). The OWI used this format to spread
propaganda messages encouraging women to go to work for the war effort as part of the
Womanpower Campaign. Several characters volunteered, went to work in civil defense,
or found some other way to help win the war at home. Serial dramas are one area where
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radio and film propaganda differ. The government used soap operas to rivet Rosies, but
there was less concentration on women and the war effort on film.

Relating to World War I Film Propaganda
During the 19 lOs, the film industry underwent a dramatic change. It was seen
strictly as cheap entertainment, but the use of film propaganda during the First World
War proved that the medium was culturally important. Film propaganda was used in
similar ways during World War Il.
Like propaganda in the films of the early 1 940s, a government organization
coordinated the United States' propaganda efforts in World War I-era movies. The
Committee on Public Information (CPI) was headed by George Creel. The CPI
functioned much like its successor, the OWI. Its purpose was to suggest ideas for stories
and provide extras, military knowledge and props, and free publicity and advertising
(Furhammar & Isaksson, 1968). The United States was the first country to organize its
propaganda efforts. Also, neutrality and pacifism were the primary propaganda messages
found in films released up to 1915, which is similar to the isolationist sympathies found
in the films of the early 1940s. For example, Jesus Christ is reincarnated as a submarine
engineer so that He could spread a message of peace in Thomas Ince' s 1914 film
Civilization.
In 1 9 1 5, the propaganda messages found in feature films shifted from neutrality to
support for the war. Furhammar and lsaksson write, ''The unanimous pacifism of
American films in 1914 quickly turned into equally unanimous militarism; the cinemas
were mobilized against Germany well before [President Woodrow] Wilson led the nation
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into war n ( 1968, p . 9). The focus was on Germany as the enemy, like the propaganda
messages in films released after America entered World War II. An e xample is J. Stuart
Blac kton 's September 19 1 5 release Battle Cry of Peace. In th is film, Germans invade
New York City and completely destroy it. The cinemat ic person ification of German evil
during World War I was Kaiser Wilhelm II, much like Adolf H itler in the m id- 1940s .
For e xample, Satan convinces the Kaiser to sin k the Lusitania, use poisonous gas, and
bomb Red Cross hospitals in the 19 17 release To Hell with the Kaiser (Furhammar &
Isa ksson, 19 68).

Suggestions for Further Research

Resea rchers could expand on this study in several ways . H istorical analyses of
the sample films, particularly the films released during and after 194 1 , would provide
additional ins ights into the propagandists ' messages . Looking at reviews of the movies
and studying the time period would allow researchers to better underst and the propaganda
messages found in the films. Ano ther area for researchers to examine is the audience 's
reaction to the propaganda messages . Studying propag anda from the audience 's
perspective would give researchers an opportunity to determine whether or not the
messages were effective as well as why they did or did not have the desired effect.

Conclusion

Propag anda in movies is particu larly useful because other forms of propaganda
like mus ic and demonstrations can be represented on the screen . Film proved to be a
valuable resource for propagandists in both World Wars . In fact , there are some striking
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similarities in the film propaganda messages. Propaganda efforts in both wars were
coordinated by a government organization. Also, film propaganda shifted from
isolationism to the enemy during World War I and World War II. Some wartime films
were produced specifically for propaganda purposes. However, propaganda messages
also made their way into feature films.
That medium was especially important during World War Il, on the heels of the
Golden Age of Hollywood. Two themes emerge in the propaganda messages included in
some of the Academy Award nominees from 1939 to 1943 - fighting the enemy and
boosting morale in soldiers and on the homefront. A majority of the propaganda message
categories represented in these films had to do with demonizing the enemy or rallying
Americans to the cause, which is similar to radio propaganda heard during the mid1940s.
Examining World War II film propaganda is important because it provides
insights into the thoughts and attitudes the American homefront had about the war they
were fighting. It is also provides a well-documented account of what the United States
government wanted the public to think and feel about the war. This study does just that.
The findings show that the federal government wanted to increase both hatred of the
enemy and pride in America. It also broadens the body of knowledge about film
propaganda by looking at the messages contained in feature films. While films designed
specifically for propaganda purposes like Triumph ofthe Will ( 1934) and the Why We
Fight series (1942- 1945) have been researched extensively, little research exists on

feature films and their propaganda messages. Although this study adds to what
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researchers already know about propaganda, they should continue to examine the uses
and effectiveness of film as a propaganda tool.
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Instructions to Coders: Coders should view the movies in the sample. When the coders
recognize a propaganda message, they should immediately pause the movie. The coders
should then assign that propaganda message to a category (see list) and write it down in
the space below, along with a brief description of the message. One evaluation form
should be completed for each sample film - all categories and descriptions of propaganda
messages should be listed on that film's evaluation form. A list of the movies, year of
release, AFI ranking, and production studio will be provided.
Film: ________
Year of Release: ----

Production Studio: -------AFI Ranking: ___

Descriptions of Propaganda Messages Related to World War II:
(Categories - Anti-German/Nazi, Anti-Italian/Fascist, Anti-Japanese/Imperialism,
Anti-Soviet, Pro-Allies, Pro-American, Pro-British, Pro-French, Pro-Democracy,
Pro-Intervention, Non-Intervention, Pro-Military/Military Support, Support for War
Effort, Womanpower, Other)
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